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ABSTRACT

Convection strongly influences the distribution of atmospheric trace gases. General circulation models

(GCMs) use convective mass fluxes calculated by parameterizations to transport gases, but the results are

difficult to compare with trace gas observations because of differences in scale. The high resolution of cloud-

resolving models (CRMs) facilitates direct comparison with aircraft observations. Averaged over a sufficient

area, CRM results yield a validated product directly comparable to output from a single global model grid

column. This study presents comparisons of vertical profiles of convective mass flux and trace gas mixing

ratios derived from CRM and single column model (SCM) simulations of storms observed during three field

campaigns. In all three cases, SCM simulations underpredicted convective mass flux relative to CRM sim-

ulations. As a result, the SCM simulations produced lower trace gas mixing ratios in the upper troposphere in

two of the three storms than did the CRM simulations.

The impact of parameter sensitivity in the moist physics schemes employed in the SCM has also been

examined. Statistical techniques identified the most significant parameters influencing convective transport.

Convective mass fluxes are shown to be strongly dependent on chosen parameter values. Results show that

altered parameter settings can substantially improve the comparison between SCM and CRM convective

mass flux. Upper tropospheric trace gas mixing ratios were also improved in two storms. In the remaining

storm, the SCM representation of CO2 was not improved because of differences in entrainment and

detrainment levels in the CRM and SCM simulations.

1. Introduction

Convective transport profoundly affects both vertical

and horizontal distributions of trace gases in the at-

mosphere. Updrafts associated with convective clouds

can rapidly transport species from the boundary layer to

the middle and upper troposphere where atmospheric

residence times are increased and horizontal winds are

stronger. As a result, trace gases may be transported

greater distances from source regions than if they

remained in the boundary layer (e.g., Dickerson et al.

1987; Pickering et al. 1996; Bey et al. 2001). Stenchikov

et al. (1996) showed that mixing across the tropopause

resulting from strong convective events can alter the

composition of both the upper troposphere and lower

stratosphere. For global models of the atmosphere to

realistically simulate trace gas distributions, convective

processes must be adequately represented. General

circulation models (GCMs) and global chemistry–

transport models (CTMs) use convective mass fluxes

calculated by convective parameterizations to transport

trace gases, but the results can be difficult to evaluate

owing to a lack of information about the chemical
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environment within clouds. Satellite observations are

limited by resolution as well as an inability to see through

clouds. Aircraft observations obtained during field pro-

jects provide valuable information on the vertical distri-

bution of trace gases in convective clouds but are difficult

to relate to global models because of differences in scale.

Cloud-resolving models (CRMs) have the potential to

bridge the gap between aircraft measurements, which

are taken with a high temporal (;1 s) and spatial res-

olution (;100 m), and global model grid cells, which

may be hundreds of kilometers wide. Interpreting air-

craft observations taken in the vicinity of convective

clouds requires an understanding of when and where in

relation to the storm the observations were taken. In-

and out-of-cloud observations may represent signifi-

cantly different chemical environments due to convec-

tive updrafts, wet scavenging, and cloud-perturbed

photolysis rates (Madronich 1987). Even at a constant

altitude within a convective cloud, aircraft observations

of trace gas mixing ratios may exhibit large variations

depending on the region of the cloud sampled. Obser-

vations of gases emitted near the surface are typically

greatest in the updraft core region where the least

mixing with environmental air has occurred, while ob-

servations taken in the storm anvil represent air parcels

that have experienced a greater degree of dilution. This

spatial distribution is evident in CRM studies of con-

vective transport by Ott et al. (2007) and Barth et al.

(2007a). Transport calculated by CRMs can be validated

by comparing in-cloud chemical measurements with

model output sampled in regions of the domain that best

represent the time and location of observation. For ex-

ample, in a CRM intercomparison study by Barth et al.

(2007b), two constant altitude anvil transects were used

to compare observations with model results; DeCaria

et al. (2005) sampled model output within a 1600 km2

region downwind of the storm core for comparison with

data collected during a spiraling aircraft ascent through

an anvil. In addition to providing detailed information

about trace gas distributions in the regions sampled,

CRMs also provide information on regions that were not

sampled or for which observations may be sparse. Unlike

CRMs, a GCM employing a parameterized representa-

tion of convection is not capable of providing realistic

distributions of trace gases within clouds, which makes

direct comparison with aircraft observations difficult.

In this work, we seek to better understand the trans-

port of trace gases by parameterized convection through

comparison of results from single-column model (SCM)

and CRM simulations. The meteorological and ther-

modynamic properties of convection in GCMs have

been studied by comparing CRM simulations with re-

sults from a SCM version of a parent GCM (e.g.,

Bechtold et al. 2000; Ryan et al. 2000; Luo et al. 2006).

This paper extends that technique to evaluate trace gas

distributions produced by a SCM against three reference

CRM simulations. CRM results are first compared to

radar observations and, when available, observations of

vertical velocity to ensure that the CRM is able to rea-

sonably represent the major dynamical features of the

observed storm including structure, evolution, cloud top

height, and up- and downdraft speeds. The ability of the

CRM to reproduce the in-cloud chemical environment is

examined by comparing aircraft observations with

model output sampled in regions of the cloud that best

represent the areas in which flights were conducted (Ott

et al. 2007). Once it has been determined that the CRM

simulation reasonably represents both the dynamical and

chemical evolution of the observed storm, CRM output is

averaged over an area comparable to a global model grid

cell (150 km 3 150 km) and compared with SCM results

to evaluate trace gas and convective mass flux profiles

produced by the SCM.

While CRMs are able to resolve the major features of

observed convective events, it is important to note that

they do not provide a perfect representation of reality.

At typical CRM resolutions of 1–2 km, subgrid-scale

microphysical and turbulent processes must be param-

eterized. An intercomparison study by Redelsperger

et al. (2000) compared simulations of a squall line by

eight CRMs and found that both the updraft structure

and the horizontal and vertical extent of the simulated

convection were dependent on the models’ differing

treatments of ice phase processes. A CRM intercom-

parison study by Barth et al. (2007b) focusing on con-

vective transport of trace gases also found that simulated

storm structure was strongly influenced by the repre-

sentation of microphysical processes. Despite uncer-

tainty in some of the processes represented by CRMs, a

number of studies have used CRM simulations as a

guide to develop parameterizations for large-scale

models (e.g., Xu and Randall 1996; Tompkins 2002) and

to evaluate existing parameterizations (e.g., Gregory

and Miller 1989; Xu and Arakawa 1992) because they

provide information about quantities and phenomena

that are not observable. In this study, we use CRM

simulations as a reference to better understand trace gas

transport by parameterized convection. These simula-

tions provide information on the chemical environment

throughout an area equivalent to a global model grid

cell, which is not available from sparse aircraft mea-

surements, in addition to providing convective mass

fluxes, which cannot be observed.

In addition to presenting comparisons of convective

transport in SCM and CRM simulations, we investigate

the impact of parameter sensitivity in the SCM’s moist
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physics on simulated trace gas distributions and use a

statistical analysis to identify the parameters whose

values exert the greatest control on convective mass

flux. The SCM evaluated here is from a version of the

Goddard Earth Observing System, version 5 (GEOS-5)

GCM, which includes the relaxed Arakawa–Schubert

(RAS) convection code (Moorthi and Suarez 1992) with

microphysics. Bacmeister et al. (2006) showed the

importance of parameter settings in this module in de-

termining precipitation patterns in a GCM. The impact

on trace gas profiles has not previously been examined.

The parameters that exert the greatest influence on

convective transport of trace gases are identified using an

adaptation of statistical techniques presented in Liu et al.

(2004). Monte Carlo SCM simulations with varying

parameter settings are ranked on the basis of their ability

to reproduce mass fluxes computed from the reference

CRM simulations. The simulations are divided into two

groups: one group consisting of simulations that provide

the most favorable comparison with the CRM and the

other group containing the remaining simulations. Sen-

sitive parameters are identified by analyzing the differ-

ence in parameter distributions between the two groups.

Section 2 of this paper provides background on the

models used in these studies. In section 3, the CRM and

SCM simulations of three thunderstorms observed

during different field projects are described. Section 4

describes the method and results of a parameter sensi-

tivity analysis, and section 5 presents a summary and

conclusions that may be drawn from this work.

2. Models

a. Cloud-resolving models

Two thunderstorms were simulated using the 3D

Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model (Tao and

Simpson 1993; Tao et al. 2003a) and a third with the

NASA Goddard version of the nonhydrostatic fifth-

generation Pennsylvania State University–National

Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model

(MM5; Tao et al. 2003b) run in cloud-resolving mode.

All simulations were conducted employing a 2-km

horizontal and a 0.5-km vertical resolution. The domain

for the two GCE simulations was 360 km 3 328 km and

the domain for the MM5 simulation was 360 km 3 360

km. GCE simulations employ the open boundary con-

ditions of Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978) at the lateral

boundaries. In the MM5 simulation boundary condi-

tions derived from NCEP Eta model fields were

updated at 3-h intervals.

Output from the GCE and MM5 were used to drive a

3D Cloud-Scale Chemical Transport Model (CSCTM)

developed at the University of Maryland and fully de-

tailed in DeCaria (2000) and DeCaria et al. (2005).

Temperature, density, wind, hydrometeor (rain, snow,

graupel, cloud water, and cloud ice), and diffusion coef-

ficient fields from the cloud model simulation are read

into the CSCTM every 5 or 10 minutes in the simulation,

and these fields are then interpolated to the model time

step of 15 s. The transport of chemical tracers is calcu-

lated using a van Leer advection scheme. Out-of-cloud

aircraft observations are used to define profiles of trace

gases prior to the onset of convection. These measure-

ments are typically taken during the aircraft ascent and

descent as well as during portions of the flight conducted

in clear air in regions undisturbed by the convection.

Because the background chemical environment can

change substantially over the course of a day, observa-

tions used to construct initial conditions are taken within

a few hours of the onset of convection.

b. GEOS-5 SCM

The GEOS-5 AGCM is a central component of the

GEOS-5 atmospheric data assimilation system (Rienecker

et al. 2007), where it is used for meteorological analysis

and forecasting (Zhu and Gelaro 2008). It is also being

adapted as a tool for studying composition and climate,

for which an understanding of transport is required.

The moist processes in GEOS-5 include a convective

parameterization and prognostic cloud scheme, which

are fully detailed in Bacmeister (2005). Convection is pa-

rameterized using the relaxed Arakawa–Schubert (RAS)

scheme of Moorthi and Suarez (1992), a modified ver-

sion of the Arakawa–Schubert scheme (Arakawa and

Schubert 1974) in which the atmosphere is relaxed to-

ward equilibrium. RAS represents convection as a se-

quence of linearly entraining plumes whose bases are

defined as the lifting condensation level but which de-

train at different levels. All levels between the cloud

base and 100 hPa are tested for the possibility of con-

vection. The cloud-base mass flux is calculated for each

plume using a convective available potential energy

based closure. On the basis of the cloud-base mass flux,

the environmental temperature and moisture profiles

are modified by each plume with the subsequent plumes

receiving the modified sounding to represent the inter-

action between clouds of different heights that might

coexist within the area covered by a typical GCM grid

cell.

RAS calculates profiles of convective ice and liquid

condensate within supersaturated plumes by reducing

humidity by the amount necessary to achieve saturation.

The prognostic cloud scheme contained in GEOS-5

calculates large-scale ice and liquid condensate by as-

suming a probability distribution function (pdf) of total
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water. Condensate is removed from the domain by

evaporation, autoconversion of liquid condensate, sed-

imentation of frozen condensate, and accretion of con-

densate by falling precipitation. The moist physics

scheme recognizes three distinct types of precipitation

or ‘‘showers’’—precipitation 1) contained within con-

vective updrafts, 2)originating from convective anvil

clouds, and 3) originating from nonconvective large-

scale clouds. Owing to the complicated subgrid geom-

etry of convective clouds, the evolution of precipitation

in these settings is difficult to parameterize in a GCM. In

an effort to capture this complexity, we have introduced

several ‘‘tunable’’ parameters to the rain evaporation

scheme in the model. CNV_ENVF specifies a fraction

of convective precipitation that is assumed to fall

through the environment and may thus be exposed to

evaporation in unsaturated environmental air. The area

parameters CNV_BETA and ANV_BETA relate a di-

agnosed updraft or cloud areal fraction to an areal

fraction of precipitation. This controls the diagnosed

intensity of precipitation and, thereby, microphysical

parameters derived from the Marshall–Palmer size

distribution. Finally, an ad hoc, bulk scaling—BASE_

EVAP_FAC—with a value from 0 to 1 is applied to the

estimated evaporation of large-scale, anvil, and convective

precipitation.

The GEOS-5 SCM includes the same physical pa-

rameterizations and treatment of moist processes as the

3D AGCM. In these studies, the convective transport of

tracer species is calculated online. Because RAS mod-

ifies the large-scale environment by successively modi-

fying profiles of temperature, moisture, and trace gases

based on diagnosed plume mass flux, in- and out-of-

cloud properties are not treated separately. The highly

idealized plumes in RAS are assumed to detrain

fully into a single model layer and are not analogous

to convective cells visible in CRM simulations or

radar observations. Cloud-scale modeling studies of

convective transport that include vertical cross sections

through convective cores and anvils (e.g., Ott et al. 2007;

Lopez et al. 2006; Barth et al. 2007a) indicate detrain-

ment at a broader array of altitudes than can be repre-

sented by individual RAS plumes. Although the

collective impact of the plume ensemble in RAS rea-

sonably adjusts environmental temperature and mois-

ture profiles, as demonstrated in a number of modeling

studies (e.g., Moorthi and Suarez 1992; Bacmeister et al.

2006), properties of individual plumes are likely unre-

alistic. Future research will focus on attempting to ex-

tract information on subgrid-scale variability of trace

gases using modifications to the RAS scheme. Turbulent

mixing in the boundary layer is computed using the

Lock et al. (2000) scheme in unstable conditions or

when a cloud-topped boundary layer exists. In other

conditions, the first-order scheme of Louis (1979) is

applied.

SCM simulations of storms were initialized with pro-

files of temperature, wind, and moisture. To ensure

consistency with the CRM simulated meteorology, these

profiles were calculated by averaging CRM output over

a 150 km 3 150 km region of the domain in which

convection occurred. The location of the averaging box

was chosen so that it would contain the convective ac-

tivity of interest throughout its lifetime. Profiles of

horizontal and vertical advective tendencies of temper-

ature, moisture, and tracer mixing ratios were also

computed from CRM output, following the method of

Waliser et al. (2002), and used to force the SCM. Ver-

tical advective tendencies, which represent the impact of

large-scale vertical motion on the SCM domain, were

computed by subtracting a quantity representing the

contribution of small-scale vertical motions, such as

those found in convective regions from an area-mean

quantity (Waliser et al. 2002). The equations for hori-

zontal and vertical advective forcing of tracers, shown

below, are identical in form to those provided by Waliser

et al. for water vapor:

›C
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5 �u
›C

›x
� y

›C

›y

� �
, (1)
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 !
, (2)

where C denotes tracer mixing ratio, u and y represent

the horizontal wind components, w represents the ver-

tical wind, and r is air density. The subscripts H and V

denote the horizontal and vertical advective tendency

equations; primes indicate the deviation from the area-

mean quantity.

The horizontal resolution of the SCM is dictated by

the area over which initial and forcing conditions were

computed—in this study 150 km 3 150 km. There are 40

vertical levels including 8 below 850 hPa. All storms

were simulated with a time step of 30 min in the SCM.

While the requirement that the 150 km 3 150 km

averaging box contain the convective activity restricts

the area of the CRM domain considered, multiple box

locations are possible. We used an ensemble metho-

dology to evaluate the impact of the choice of box

location on the CRM and SCM comparisons. The lo-

cations of ten averaging boxes were chosen at random

from the region of the CRM domain described above.

These boundaries were used to create initial condition

and advective tendency profiles for temperature, mois-

ture, and trace gases. The SCM was run for each of the
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10 box locations and the vertically integrated convective

mass flux calculated for each simulation. In the SCM

simulations of storms observed during the Stratosphere–

Troposphere Experiment: Radiation, Aerosols, and

Ozone (STERAO) and the European Lightning Nitrogen

Oxides Experiment (EULINOX) projects, the maxi-

mum deviation of an ensemble member from the en-

semble mean vertically integrated mass flux was 6%.

The CRM mass flux calculated for different box loca-

tions in these storms showed negligible variability due

to the specification that all boxes contain the core con-

vective activity. The SCM simulations of the third storm

observed during the Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical

Anvils and Cirrus Layers–Florida Area Cirrus Experi-

ment (CRYSTAL-FACE) show slightly more variabil-

ity with a maximum deviation from the ensemble-mean

vertically integrated mass flux of 12%. This difference

is likely because the STERAO and EULINOX CRM

simulations employed uniform initial conditions, whereas

the CRYSTAL-FACE simulation used nonuniform ini-

tial conditions derived from NCEP Eta model fields.

CRM mass fluxes calculated for differing box locations

showed variations of 4% or less in the CRYSTAL-FACE

case.

In all three storms the choice of box location had little

impact on simulated trace gas profiles. In the EULI-

NOX case, SCM simulations show little variability in

CO2 mixing ratios with the maximum spread among

ensemble members, 0.5 ppmv, near the top of the

boundary layer. Variations among CRM averaged CO2

mixing ratios were also small, maximizing at 0.8 ppmv

near the top of the cloud. Results from simulations of

the STERAO and CRYSTAL-FACE storms also indi-

cate that the selection of box location has little impact

on trace gas profiles. In STERAO and CRYSTAL-

FACE simulations of CO, the maximum spread among

ensemble members was found at anvil levels and ranged

from 5 to 6 ppbv in the CRM compared to approxi-

mately 7 ppbv in the SCM simulations. The maximum

spread among CRYSTAL-FACE CO2 profiles was 0.3

in the CRM and 0.1 in the SCM. Since both convective

mass flux and trace gas profiles show little sensitivity to

the choice of averaging box location, the comparisons

presented in sections 3 and 4 are for a single box loca-

tion rather than the 10-member ensemble.

3. Case studies

a. The 21 July 1998 EULINOX storms

The EULINOX field campaign (Höller and Schumann

2000; Huntrieser et al. 2002) was conducted in central

Europe during June and July 1998 with the goal of better

understanding convective transport of trace gases and

lightning NOx production. During the project, airborne

measurements of chemical species and meteorological

properties were collected by the Deutsches Zentrum für

Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) Falcon and the Do228

research aircraft. The Do228 flew primarily within the

boundary layer and lower troposphere below 4 km,

whereas the Falcon investigated the upper troposphere

and performed a number of anvil penetrations through

monitored thunderstorms. Both radar and satellite ob-

servations were used to monitor the development of

thunderstorms in the region. On the evening of 21 July

1998, the evolution of a severe thunderstorm west of

Munich, Germany, was observed as part of the EULI-

NOX campaign and is documented in Höller et al.

(2000). The storm began as a single cell at approxi-

mately 1600 UTC and, after an initial period of inten-

sification, the storm split into two distinct cells observed

on radar at 1652 UTC. The northernmost cell became

multicellular in structure and was observed to decay

soon after the cell-splitting event, while the southern

cell intensified and developed supercell characteristics,

including a hook echo.

The GCE and CSCTM simulations of the July 21

EULINOX storm are fully described in Ott et al. (2007).

The 3-h GCE simulation was successful in reproducing

a number of observed storm features. Convection was

initiated with a single warm thermal perturbation, and

a single cell developed 20 min after the simulations had

begun. At 70 min, the cell splitting observed on radar

occurred in the simulation. Subsequently, the southern

cell developed a hook echo visible on plots of simulated

radar reflectivity, while the northern cell evolved into a

multicellular storm. Simulated cloud top heights were

typically 14 km, which compared favorably with obser-

vations (Höller et al. 2000) and a MM5 simulation of the

same storm presented by Fehr et al. (2004). The GCE

simulation was also able to reasonably reproduce ver-

tical velocities calculated from an analysis of dual-

Doppler radar observations of the southern storm.

Höller et al. reconstructed the 3D wind field in the

southern cell at 1657 UTC, shortly after the cell-splitting

event, and found a maximum updraft speed of 24 m s21

and maximum downdraft speed of 9 m s21. At the

corresponding time in the GCE simulation (80 min), the

maximum updraft speed was 34 m s21 and the strongest

downdraft was 7 m s21.

An initial condition profile of CO2 was constructed

using data from the Falcon ascent and a value of 355

ppbv above the tropopause from Strahan et al. (1998).

Initial conditions of O3 were produced by using data

from the Falcon ascent, the Do228 aircraft that char-

acterized the chemical composition of the boundary
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layer, and a climatological average ozone profile for the

latitude of Munich at altitudes above 9 km. The model

did an excellent job of predicting mean in-cloud values of

CO2 and O3 at 9 km, though the range of observed O3

mixing ratios was larger than simulated. Probability

distribution functions of simulated and observed CO2

demonstrated that the model was able to reasonably

reproduce the range of observed in-cloud CO2 mixing

ratios. The O3 pdfs suggested that the model was not able

to reproduce the full range of values observed, consistent

with findings at 9 km. The discrepancy was attributed to

the lack of observations above 9 km to well define the

vertical gradients near the tropopause in the initial con-

dition profiles. Because the simulation closely repro-

duced mean observed in-cloud mixing ratios at 9 km and

the range of in-cloud CO2 mixing ratios, Ott et al. (2007)

concluded that the simulation reasonably represented

convective transport of trace gases.

Xu (1995) used the horizontal distributions of maxi-

mum cloud draft strength below the melting level and

precipitation rate as criteria to partition a CRM domain

into convective, stratiform, and cloud-free regions.

Updraft convective mass flux was calculated by con-

sidering upward vertical motion in convective grid cells

classified as saturated by the sum of cloud ice and water

mixing ratios. The Xu methods were used to define

convective regions in the CRM domain and to calculate

the updraft convective mass flux in all three CRM

simulations. The SCM was run for 3 h using initial

condition and advective tendency profiles derived from

the CRM output. Convective mass flux was averaged

over 150 min of the SCM and CRM simulations, ne-

glecting the first 30 min, which are considered to be

spinup. A comparison of the time-averaged updraft

convective mass fluxes (Fig. 1a) shows that the SCM

generates considerably less flux than the CRM. Con-

vection is shallower in the SCM than in the CRM with

convection in the SCM extending only to the tropo-

pause height.

Out-of-cloud aircraft observations were used to esti-

mate the state of the atmosphere prior to convection,

and in-cloud observations were used to ensure that the

CRM simulation reasonably represented convective

transport. Owing to differences in scale, these obser-

vations are not intended for direct comparison with the

model profiles but are presented in Fig. 1b to provide

information about the conditions used to construct the

initial CO2 profile and evaluate the CRM performance.

Averaging CRM results over a 150 km 3 150 km area

yields a CO2 profile, verified with available observa-

tions, that is directly comparable to the SCM results.

The initial condition profile of CO2 (Fig. 1b) shows

the maximum CO2 mixing ratios near the top of the

boundary layer with lower mixing ratios below. Pollu-

tion from nearby Munich is likely responsible for en-

hancing CO2 mixing ratios throughout the boundary

layer; however, photosynthesis results in some CO2

depletion near the surface. Despite a significant differ-

ence in CO2 mixing ratios in the boundary layer (from

367 to 372 ppmv) and the free troposphere (from 363 to

365 ppmv), profiles of CO2 mixing ratios calculated by

both the CRM and SCM at the end of the 3-h simula-

tions show little change from the initial condition profile

(Fig. 1b). In the SCM, the lack of noticeable change in

the CO2 profile following convection is due to the rel-

atively weak convective mass flux, though most of the

air is being entrained into the storm near the altitude of

peak CO2 mixing ratios. In contrast, because the CRM

entrains mass over a deeper layer from 1 to 3 km, much

of the air entering the storm has lower mixing ratios,

reflecting the conditions above 1.5 km. When averaged

over a large area of the CRM domain, little increase in

upper tropospheric mixing ratios is seen even though a

wide range of mixing ratios are present in the 150 km 3

150 km area.

b. The 10 July 1996 STERAO storm

The STERAO-A (Dye et al. 2000; Stenchikov et al.

2005) field campaign was conducted in June and July

1996 and included two research aircraft. The NOAA

WP-3D flew below 8 km to characterize the chemical

environment in which storms developed, while the

University of North Dakota Citation sampled the me-

teorological and chemical properties of thunderstorm

anvils. On 10 July 1996, at approximately 2100 UTC, a

multicellular thunderstorm organized in a northwest–

southeast line that developed near the Wyoming–

Nebraska border. The storm anvil was investigated by the

Citation aircraft from 2237 to 0105 UTC, including a

spiraling ascent in the anvil from 0024 to 0050 UTC.

After 0115 UTC, the storm transitioned to a unicellular

structure and displayed supercell characteristics (Dye

et al. 2000).

The July 10 STERAO storm has been the subject of

several modeling studies (e.g., Skamarock et al. 2000;

2003; Barth et al. 2007a) and also serves as the basis

of a cloud-scale model intercomparison by Barth et al.

(2007b). The storm was simulated by eight different

CRMs, including the GCE and CSCTM, using identical

initial conditions and the results were compared with

radar and in-cloud aircraft observations. Storm intensity

was evaluated by comparing the magnitude and height

of simulated peak updraft velocity with observations

throughout the 3-h simulation. Peak updraft velocities

derived from radar observations ranged from 24 to

38 m s21. The GCE produced updrafts within this range
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from 60 min until the end of the simulation. The altitude

of the maximum updraft was observed to range from 5.5

to 10 km MSL, and the GCE simulation calculated the

height of the peak updraft within this range from 20 to

160 min. The storm structure was examined by com-

paring horizontal and vertical cross sections of simu-

lated and observed radar reflectivity. Anvil size was

found to vary widely among the CRMs involved in the

intercomparison due to differences in cloud micro-

physical treatments (Barth et al. 2007b). The GCE anvil

was narrower than the observed anvil at its widest point

but was longer because the simulation did not transition

from a three-celled to a two-celled storm. Vertical cross

sections showed that none of the CRMs were able to

capture this transition. All CRMs, including the GCE,

produced anvils that were higher in radar reflectivity

and less extensive than observed. Additionally, the

GCE simulation produced precipitation top heights at

60 min of 13 km MSL that were shallower than the 14–

16.5 km MSL observed. Although not considered in the

Barth et al. analysis, precipitation top heights from 90 to

180 min in the GCE simulation were 16 km MSL. The

intercomparison concluded that the GCE, along with

the other models, reasonably simulated the major storm

features and was suitable for tracer transport calcula-

tions.

Initial condition profiles of CO and O3 were con-

structed using out-of-cloud aircraft data from the Cita-

tion as well as observations collected by the WP3D

aircraft below 6 km in the region in which the storm

developed (Skamarock et al. 2000). A comparison of

aircraft observations from two cross-anvil transects and

simulated CO and O3 mixing ratios was also included in

the intercomparison presented by Barth et al. (2007b).

The first transect occurred 10 km downwind of the

southeasternmost convective core at a time corre-

sponding to 60 min in the simulations and an elevation

of 11.6 km MSL. The second transect was performed 50

km downwind of the same core 30 min later at 11.2 km

MSL. The CSCTM underestimated the degree of en-

hancement in anvil CO observed during the first tran-

sect but performed better in the second comparison

with a small overestimation of CO in some regions of

the anvil. Similarly, the degree of O3 depletion in the

first transect comparison of CSCTM output was less

than observed, whereas the model performed well in the

FIG. 1. (a) Convective mass flux from CRM (blue) and SCM (red) simulations of the 21 Jul EULINOX

storm, averaged over 150 min; (b) CO2 mixing ratios at the end of the 3-h CRM and SCM simulations

compared with CO2 observations from the Falcon aircraft. Solid (dashed) red line shows SCM CO2 calculated

with (without) advective tendencies derived from CRM output, and the solid blue line indicates CRM results

averaged over a 150 km 3 150 km region; the dashed–dotted blue lines show the maximum and minimum

values within the averaging area. Plus signs (squares) represent observations from the Falcon aircraft taken

outside (inside) the cloud.
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second comparison. Barth et al. (2007a) demonstrated

that these results are sensitive to the selected location of

the transects in the model domain, but despite this

sensitivity, all models included in the intercomparison,

including the CSCTM driven by the GCE, predicted

values within 10%–15% of observed anvil CO and O3

mixing ratios (Barth et al. 2007b).

As in the 21 July EULINOX storm, the 3-h SCM

simulation of the 10 July STERAO storm produced

significantly less convective mass flux (Fig. 2a). The

entrainment of air into the storm occurred in a shal-

lower layer than in the CRM simulation and detrain-

ment in the SCM convection occurred lower than in the

CRM. The average CO profile calculated from CRM

output at the end of the simulation shows a maximum

enhancement of approximately 20 ppbv in CO mixing

ratios in the upper troposphere following convection

(Fig. 2b), while the SCM profile shows a smaller in-

crease at these altitudes. An SCM simulation that

omitted advective tendencies suggests that most of the

increase in CO above 11 km is due to horizontal ad-

vection.

c. The 3 July 2002 CRYSTAL-FACE storm

The CRYSTAL-FACE (Ridley et al. 2004; Lopez

et al. 2006) field campaign was conducted in July 2002

over southern Florida. Six research aircraft were in-

volved in the project, including the NASA WB-57,

which measured microphysical, chemical, and meteo-

rological properties of tropical cirrus anvils in the vi-

cinity of the tropopause, and the Twin Otter, which

sampled the chemical environment below 4 km. A va-

riety of observations, including radar, lidar, and rawin-

sonde, were provided by land-based stations.

On 3 July 2002, convection developed along the west

coast of Florida at approximately 1600 UTC. At 1700

UTC, convective cells began to develop in the middle of

the Florida peninsula and along a sea breeze front on

the east coast. The area in and above the anvils associ-

ated with convection along the southeast coast was

sampled by the WB57 from 1800 to 1945 UTC. Figure 3

shows Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD)

observed radar reflectivity overlaid on a GOES-8 visible

image at 1932 UTC, approximately 210 min after con-

vection began along the west coast. From 1939 to 1945

UTC, the ER-2 aircraft made a west-to-east pass above

the southern portion of the convective system. Images

from the ER-2 Doppler cloud radar (EDOP) aboard the

ER-2 show precipitation top heights of 13.5 km.

The 3 July CRYSTAL-FACE storm was simulated by

the NASA Goddard version of the MM5 with a hori-

zontal resolution of 2 km and vertical resolution of 0.5

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1 but (a) for the 10 Jul STERAO storm with (b) simulated CO mixing ratios compared to

observations from the Citation and WP3D aircraft.
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km. Fields from the NCEP Eta model at 0000 UTC were

used to initialize the model domain and boundary

conditions derived from the Eta fields were updated at

3-h intervals. Because the simulation from 0000 to 1800

UTC was considered spinup, only the MM5 output from

1800 to 2400 UTC was used in comparisons with radar

observations and tracer transport calculations.

The MM5 simulation captured many of the observed

features of the 3 July CRYSTAL-FACE storm. Simu-

lated convective cells are evident along the west coast of

Florida at 1800 UTC, while observed convection began

along the west coast at 1600 UTC. In the simulation,

these convective cells move eastward across the Florida

peninsula and reach the east coast at approximately

2230 UTC (Fig. 4). Observations show cells originating

in the middle of the peninsula and along the east coast

rather than propagating from the west coast as in the

simulation. The simulated storms pass from the west to

east coast in approximately 4.5 h, while approximately

3.5 h elapsed between the beginning of the observed

storms and the mature phase of the storms along the

east coast. The size of the simulated convective system

compares well with the observations at 1930 UTC

(Fig. 3). The observed storm system extends from south

Florida at approximately 25.38N to just north of Lake

Okeechobee at 27.38N along the east coast. In the sim-

ulation, convection extends over a similar range of lat-

itudes. A cross section through the southern portion of

the simulated storm at 2240 UTC shows that precipita-

tion top heights were 14.5 km—slightly higher than the

observed precipitation top height of 13.5 between 1939

and 1945 UTC. The simulated storm anvil reaches its

widest point at 10 km, which agrees with EDOP obser-

vations. At this level the simulated anvil width was ap-

proximately 70 km, compared to a 60-km-wide observed

anvil. Maximum vertical velocity associated with the

simulated storm was 33 m s21. Although no observations

of vertical velocity were available during CRYSTAL-

FACE, Lopez et al. (2006) reported peak updraft speeds

in simulations of three thunderstorms observed during

CRYSTAL-FACE of 30, 40, and 60 m s21.

The period of greatest interest during the observed

storm is from 1600 to 2000 UTC, when cells developing

across the Florida peninsula were sampled by the WB57

aircraft. In the MM5 simulation, convection is located

along the east coast at 2300 UTC. As a result, tracer

transport was calculated using the MM5 fields from 1900

to 2300 UTC. Initial condition profiles of CO and CO2

FIG. 3. NEXRAD radar reflectivity (dBZ) overlaid on a GOES-8 visible satellite image at 1930 UTC 3 Jul 2002.

(Figure used with permission of L. Nguyen, NASA Langley Research Center.)
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were constructed using the mean values of out-of-cloud

data collected during the ascent and descent of the

WB57 and portions of the flight in clear air. Because

WB57 observations of CO were not available below 8

km and Twin Otter CO measurements were not avail-

able on 3 July, sensitivity tests with different assump-

tions of low-level CO were performed. The first profile

assumed a boundary layer value of 160 ppbv, approxi-

mately the project-mean Twin Otter profile, and was

linearly interpolated between the top of the boundary

layer and 8 km following Lopez et al. The remaining

profiles assumed boundary layer values of 140 and 180

ppbv and were also linearly interpolated between the

assumed boundary layer value and 8 km, producing

three profiles with different values at low levels but

identical values at anvil levels. In the profile with an

assumed boundary layer mixing ratio of 180 ppbv, the

maximum convective enhancement of CO averaged

over all in-cloud grid cells after 4 h of simulation was

29 ppbv at 11 km. In the simulations assuming lower

boundary layer values of 160 and 140 ppbv, the en-

hancements in CO at 11 km were 22 and 14 ppbv,

respectively. Because the storms occurred near the

heavily populated Miami–Ft. Lauderdale area, the re-

maining calculations presented assume the profile with

a boundary layer value of 180 ppbv. This value is ap-

proximately 20 ppbv higher than the mean of mea-

surements from the Twin Otter flights, which were

primarily conducted over ocean and along Florida’s less

populous west coast.

Aircraft observations collected during CRYSTAL-

FACE present a unique challenge for studies interested

in convective transport of trace gases [see full discussion

in Lopez et al. (2006)]. Because the project was de-

signed to study the properties of cirrus anvils, flights

were typically performed in thin cirrus or in the upper

portion of thicker anvils. As a result, measured in-cloud

mixing ratios of trace gases typically showed a smaller

degree of enhancement over background conditions

than would be expected had the updraft cores or thicker

regions of the anvil been sampled as in other field

campaigns. To compare CRM output with observations

of CO in thin cirrus, Lopez et al. sampled model output

with ice water contents between 1 and 50 ppmv. We use

the same method here for the 3 July CRYSTAL-FACE

storm and extend this method to examine CO2 mixing

ratios (Fig. 5). In-cloud aircraft observations taken be-

tween 1800 and 1945 UTC are compared with CRM

output sampled from 2000 to 2245 UTC owing to the

differences in timing between the simulation and ob-

servations discussed above. Between 12.5 and 13.5 km,

the simulation underestimates CO when either the

whole cloud (all grid cells with ice water content greater

than 1 ppmv) or only thin cloud (only grid cells with ice

water content between 1 and 50 ppmv) are considered.

This is likely due to uncertainty in the definition of the

FIG. 4. Radar reflectivity at 0.5 km calculated from MM5 simulated hydrometeor fields at 2230

UTC during the 3 Jul CRYSTAL-FACE storm.
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initial condition CO profiles because a similar under-

estimation is not present in the CO2 comparison. It

should also be noted that out-of-cloud observations of

CO at 13 and 13.5 km exhibit a high degree of varia-

bility. A sensitivity test in which the initial condition CO

profile was constructed using the mean plus one stan-

dard deviation produced an improved comparison with

measurements taken in-cloud. Simulated and observed

CO2 mixing ratios compare well at all altitudes sampled,

though both show little difference from background

conditions. Because CO2 observations were available

from the surface to the tropopause to guide the con-

struction of the initial CO2 profile, the CO2 comparisons

provide greater insight into the success of the simulated

convective transport and indicate that transport in the

simulation is reasonable.

The SCM was run for 4 h with initial conditions and

forcing derived from the MM5 fields from 1900 to 2300

UTC. Convective mass flux was averaged over the final

210 min of both the CRM and SCM simulations. As in

the two midlatitude storms presented in sections 3a

and 3b, the SCM simulation produced significantly less

convective mass flux than the CRM simulation (Fig. 6a).

Both SCM and CRM simulations indicate a lower cloud

base in the CRYSTAL-FACE storm than in the

STERAO and EULINOX storms, likely due to greater

moisture in the boundary layer over Florida. In the

SCM simulation of the 3 July CRYSTAL-FACE storm,

most air is entrained into the storm at approximately 0.5

km, whereas in the CRM simulation air is entrained

from near the surface to 2 km. Mixing ratios of CO and

CO2 are enhanced over the background values from 7 to

13 km, the region in which air is detrained from the

storm in the CRM mass flux profile.

Generally, the CRM profiles of CO and CO2 compare

well with the available observations at anvil levels. The

CRM tracer profiles shown are area averages at the end

of the 300-min simulation, whereas the aircraft obser-

vations were taken over the course of the WB57 flight,

which lasted from 1600 to 2130 UTC. The region of the

peninsula in which convection was active was sampled

from approximately 1650 to 1950 after which the plane

sampled an area off the west coast of Florida before

landing in Key West. Apparent differences in the sim-

ulated trace gas profiles and observations may be

the result of these spatial and temporal differences.

Loewenstein et al. (2003) found that the high CO mixing

ratios observed at approximately 7 and 11 km on 3 July

FIG. 5. Profiles of simulated and observed (a) CO and (b) CO2 in the 3 Jul CRYSTAL-

FACE storm. The initial condition profiles (blue) are derived from mean out-of-cloud aircraft

observations with the range of measurements indicated by the bars. Open red circles show the

mean simulated in-cloud (all grid cells with ice water content greater than 1 ppmv) tracer

mixing ratio; the dashed line indicates the range of in-cloud values at each model level. Solid

red circles represent the mean in-cloud mixing ratio in thin cirrus (only grid cells with ice water

content between 1 and 50 ppmv); red bars indicate the range of in-cloud values using this

sampling method. Green dots and bars indicate the mean in-cloud observed mixing ratio; green

bars indicate the range of in-cloud aircraft observations.
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may have resulted from biomass burning or convective

outflow from a previous storm. Elevated CO2 mixing

ratios at these levels likely have a similar origin. Be-

cause observations at these altitudes occurred only

during the aircraft ascent and descent out of Key West,

it was not possible to determine if these values repre-

sented conditions over the Florida peninsula where

convection developed or a more localized plume. As

a result, these values were not used in constructing

initial condition profiles and are not expected to be re-

produced by either the SCM or CRM simulations. Sig-

nificantly weaker convective mass flux in the SCM

simulation resulted in little convective transport of CO

and CO2. Peaks seen in the SCM profiles of these spe-

cies at 12 km are largely the result of the advective

tendencies that were derived from the CRM simulation.

4. Parameter sensitivity

Comparisons of convective mass flux from the simu-

lations of three storms showed that the convective mass

flux produced by the SCM was substantially weaker

than that from the CRMs. This results in less upward

transport of trace gases from the boundary layer and can

significantly affect mixing ratios in the mid and upper

troposphere. To investigate the sensitivity of convective

transport in the SCM to the values of parameters con-

tained in the moist physics schemes, regional sensitivity

analysis (RSA) (Hornberger and Spear 1981) was used.

The implementation of this method follows closely that

of Liu et al. (2004), who used a multiple criteria ex-

tension to RSA developed by Bastidas et al. (1999)

to investigate parameter sensitivity in a coupled land–

atmosphere model.

A simpler one-at-a-time screening was used to reduce

the parameter space prior to the more rigorous and

computationally intensive RSA, as in Liu et al. (2004).

The current implementation of moist physics in GEOS-5

includes a total of 56 parameters, 20 used in the RAS

convective scheme and 36 in the prognostic cloud

scheme. Feasible ranges of the 56 parameters were de-

termined based on the functions of each parameter and

a review of relevant literature. To determine the sensi-

tivity of each parameter, the SCM was run for each of

FIG. 6. (a) Convective mass flux from the CRM (blue) and SCM (red) simulations of the 3 Jul CRYSTAL-

FACE storm averaged over 210 min; (b) CO and (c) CO2 mixing ratios at the end of the 4-h simulations

compared with observations from the WB57 aircraft. Solid (dashed) red line shows SCM CO and CO2

calculated with (without) advective tendencies derived from CRM output. The solid blue line indicates CRM

results averaged over a 150 km 3 150 km region; the dashed–dotted blue lines show the maximum and

minimum values within the averaging area. Plus signs (squares) represent aircraft observations from the

WB57 taken outside (inside) of the cloud. Circled areas in (b) indicate measurements that may be influenced

by biomass burning or outflow from a previous convective event.
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the three storms with a single parameter perturbed

while all other parameters were held constant. Each

parameter was perturbed at 10% intervals from the

minimum to the maximum value of the feasible range.

The 16 parameters whose perturbation resulted in a 1%

or greater change in the time-averaged vertically inte-

grated convective mass flux of any storm were consid-

ered in the subsequent RSA. A list of these parameters,

their default values, and feasible ranges is provided in

Table 1.

Unlike the one-at-a-time approach in which one pa-

rameter is varied while others remain fixed, RSA in-

volves simultaneous variation of all parameters, which

allows parameter interdependencies to be accounted for

in the sensitivity analysis. A number of samples, or pa-

rameter sets, are selected at random from the desig-

nated feasible ranges and the SCM is run with each set.

The RSA then requires some criteria to divide the

samples into a behavioral class (containing those simu-

lations which produce the most favorable results) and a

nonbehavioral class (containing the remaining simula-

tions in the sample) with the goal of identifying pa-

rameter sets that produce the most favorable outcomes.

For the purpose of evaluating convective transport,

time-averaged vertically integrated convective mass flux

derived from the CRM simulations was used as a cri-

teria because direct observations of convective mass

flux are not possible. Samples are ranked based on their

ability to reproduce the CRM mass flux and, following

Bastidas et al. (1999) and Liu et al. (2004), an arbitrary

rank threshold is used to partition samples into behav-

ioral and nonbehavioral classes. Cumulative parameter

distributions are computed for both classes, and the

Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test is used to determine if

these distributions are statistically different. If so, a

parameter would be considered to be sensitive. As in

Liu et al., the K–S test is repeated using 200 boot-

strapped samples and the K–S test statistic used to in-

dicate sensitivity is the median of the values obtained.

The procedure is repeated with successively larger

sample sizes until the number of sensitive parameters

stabilizes.

The lower the value of the K–S probability for a pa-

rameter, the higher the sensitivity. Liu et al. considered

all parameters with a K–S probability less than 0.01 to

be highly sensitive and all parameters with a probability

greater than 0.05 to be insensitive. Parameters with

probabilities between 0.01 and 0.05 were deemed

somewhat sensitive for the purpose of identifying pa-

rameters to be included in calibration studies. In this

study, we consider only parameters with a K–S proba-

bility less than 0.01 to be sensitive. This criterion pro-

vided the greatest stability and was sufficient for the

purpose of identifying the most important parameters

with respect to convective transport.

To evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the choice

of rank threshold used for partitioning samples into

behavioral and nonbehavioral classes, several different

rank values were tested. A rank of 20 was selected for

these studies because it provided the greatest stability

regardless of sample size in all cases. The results from

the RSA of the three storms are presented in Fig. 7. In

the case of the 21 July EULINOX storm, the number of

sensitive parameters stabilized with a sample size of

12 000. The five parameters identified as sensitive with

respect to convective mass flux were RASAL1 and

RASAL2 (used to determine the relaxation time scale),

ACRITFAC (a factor used to compute the critical value

of the cloud work function that determines the initiation

of convection), BASE_EVAP_FAC (used to determine

the amount of rain evaporated into the environment),

and AUTOC_CN (used in the calculation of the auto-

conversion of convective condensate). The number of

sensitive parameters in the 10 July STERAO storm

stabilized using a sample size of 18 000 and identified

six parameters as sensitive. In addition to the five sen-

sitive parameters from the EULINOX simulations,

the LAMBDA_FAC parameter (used to calculate the

minimum entrainment rate) also displayed sensitivity in

the 10 July STERAO storm. The RSA in the 3 July

CRYSTAL-FACE storm stabilized at a sample size of

10 000. The MIN_DIAMETER parameter (used to cal-

culate the maximum entrainment rate) was deemed to be

sensitive in the CRYSTAL-FACE storm, along with the

five parameters common to the STERAO and EULINOX

analyses.

Comparing the distributions of parameters in the

behavioral and nonbehavioral classes can also provide

insight into which values produce the most favorable

results. In the three cases analyzed, the use of default

parameter settings resulted in much weaker convection

in SCM simulations than in CRM simulations of the

same storms. Members of the behavioral class of SCM

simulations contained altered parameter settings that

effectively increased the convective mass flux. Values of

the parameters RASAL1 and RASAL2, which produce

short relaxation time scales, yielded the best compari-

son with CRM simulated mass flux. Values of the

BASE_EVAP_FAC close to the upper limit of 1 pro-

duced better comparisons with the CRM results than

values near the lower limit of 0. Large values of

BASE_EVAP_FAC correspond to a higher degree of

evaporation of falling precipitation, which increases

moisture in the model domain and facilitates stronger

and more sustained convection. Similarly, low values of

the parameter AUTOC_CN produce better results by
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reducing the autoconversion of convective condensate

and, consequently, precipitation. The critical value of

the cloud work function, ACRITFAC, determines the

threshold for the initiation of convective adjustment.

Smaller values of ACRITFAC result in a greater

number of plumes contributing to the net mass flux of

the cloud ensemble, thereby increasing the convective

mass flux. The sensitivity of the LAMBDA_FAC and

MIN_DIAMETER parameters in individual storms

indicates that the maximum and minimum values of the

entrainment rate may also influence convective mass

flux in certain conditions.

To further explore the impact of parameter settings

on convection, vertical trace gas and convective mass

flux profiles were averaged for all simulations in the

behavioral class. In the 21 July EULINOX storm, the

behavioral profile of time-averaged convective mass

flux shows more entrainment than the CRM profile

below 4 km (Fig. 8a). As in the control SCM run, the

majority of air is entrained into the storm from a shallow

layer approximately 1 km above the ground. The be-

havioral mass flux profile shows detrainment occurring

from 4 to 10.5 km, whereas the CRM profile decreases

slightly from 4 to 8.5 km and then more rapidly above

8.5 km. The largest difference between the behavioral

and CRM CO2 profiles is seen in the 1–2.5-km region

where CO2 is depleted in the behavioral simulations due

to the stronger SCM mass flux (Fig. 8b). CO2 mixing

ratios are slightly larger from 4 to 8 km in the behavioral

profile than in the CRM profile because more high CO2

TABLE 1. Selected physics parameters varied in this study. Default values in the GEOS-5 SCM as well as minimum and maximum

values used here are given. Parameters AUTOC_{LS,CN} and QC_CRIT_{LS,CN} are used in Sundquist-type expressions for auto-

conversion (Bacmeister et al. 2006). Entrainment rates (m21) in RAS are assumed to be related to an imagined cloud radius R according

to M�1dM/dz 5 0.2/R as in Simpson and Wiggert (1969).

Default Minimum Maximum Description

RAS parameters

AUTOC_CN 2.50 3 1023 1.00 3 1024 1.00 3 1022 Maximum autoconversion rate (s21) for

convective condensate

QC_CRIT_CN 8.00 3 1024 1.00 3 1024 1.00 3 1022 Critical value (g g21) for autoconversion

of convective condensate

RASAL1 1800 1800 1.00 3 105 Minimum convective relaxation time scale (s).

Used for shallow clouds (tops , 2 km)

RASAL2 1.00 3 105 1800 1.00 3 105 Maximum convective relaxation time scale (s).

Used for deep clouds (tops ;10 km)

LAMBDA_FAC 4 1 10 Ratio of maximum cloud diameter to subcloud

layer thickness. Controls minimum

entrainment rate

MIN_DIAMETER 200 100 300 Minimum cloud diameter (m). Determines

maximum entrainment rate via

Simpson relation

ACRITFAC 0.5 0.1 1 Scaling factor for critical cloud work function

Prognostic cloud parameters

CNV_BETA 10 0.1 10 Scaling factor for area of convective

rain showers

ANV_BETA 4 0.1 10 Scaling factor for area of showers falling

from anvil clouds

RH_CRIT 0.95 0.95 1 Critical relative humidity for cloud formation

AUTOC_LS 2.00 3 1023 1.00 3 1024 1.00 3 1022 Maximum autoconversion rate (s21) for large

scale condensate

QC_CRIT_LS 8.00 3 1024 1.00 3 1024 1.00 3 1022 Critical value (g g21) for autoconversion

of large-scale condensate

BASE_EVAP_FAC 1 0 1 Fraction of estimated rain evaporation

actually applied

ANV_ICEFALL 1 0.1 1 Scaling parameter for sedimentation

velocity of cloud ice

CNV_ENVF 0.8 0.1 1 Fraction of precipitation assumed to fall

through environment

ICE_RAMP 240 260 220 Temperature (8C) below which newly formed

condensate is assumed to be pure ice
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air is transported upward from the boundary layer and

detrained at these levels. In this storm, parameter set-

tings that result in increased convective mass flux do not

seem to improve the comparison between the CRM and

SCM CO2 profiles. This arises from the difference in

entrainment and detrainment levels in the CRM and

SCM simulations.

The mean behavioral profile of time averaged mass

flux for the 10 July STERAO storm (Fig. 9a) is similar in

shape to that of the 21 July EULINOX storm. Entrain-

ment in the behavioral profile is greater than in the CRM

simulation below 4 km. Detrainment begins at approxi-

mately 4 km in the behavioral SCM profile and occurs

more rapidly near the top of the cloud, from 8 to 11 km.

In contrast, the CRM simulation continues to entrain air

into the storm up to 6.5 km and then detrains air up to 14

km. In the CO profiles (Fig. 9b), the greater degree of

low-level entrainment in the behavioral simulations re-

sults in an underestimation of the CRM CO mixing ra-

tios from 1 to 4 km. Nearly constant CO mixing ratios

from 3.5 to 4.5 km in the behavioral profile mark the

transition from entrainment to detrainment as seen in

the mass flux profile. A similar feature is not noticeable

in the default SCM profile because of the much weaker

convective mass flux. From 7 to 9 km, the behavioral

simulations slightly overestimate CO mixing ratios with

respect to the CRM due to the greater detrainment at

these levels in the SCM simulations of the storm. From 9

to 11 km, the behavioral CO profile compares well with

the CRM profile because of the increase in convective

mass flux resulting from parameter changes.

The mean behavioral profile of time averaged con-

vective mass flux in the 3 July CRYSTAL-FACE storm

shows that the SCM continues to underestimate mass

flux relative to the CRM simulation even with altered

parameter settings (Fig. 10a). However, the increase in

mass flux resulting from changes in parameter values

improves the representation of both CO and CO2 from

9 to 11.5 km because more air originating at low levels

has been transported upward (Figs. 10b and 10c).

5. Summary and conclusions

Many evaluations of the meteorological aspects of

convection parameterizations have been presented in

the past, often comparing SCM results with CRM re-

sults, which are more easily validated against observa-

tions and can provide detailed information on cloud

processes. This study extends that approach to examine

the vertical distributions of trace gases and convective

mass flux produced by a SCM during three convective

events observed during field projects. Because cloud

mass flux, the quantity used by CTMs and GCMs to

calculate convective transport, cannot be observed, it is

necessary to use CRMs as a proxy for observations. A

comparison of radar observations and CRM output

showed that the simulations were able to reproduce the

dynamical evolution and structure of the observed

storms. CRMs are also useful as a means of interpreting

aircraft observations that represent both in- and out-

of-cloud chemical environments, which may differ

substantially. Comparison of CRM results with in-cloud

FIG. 7. Kolmogorov–Smirnov probabilities computed from RSA for 16 parameters listed in

Table 1 for the EULINOX (white), STERAO (gray), and CRYSTAL-FACE (black) storms.

Solid line indicates the threshold for determining sensitive parameters. Dashed line designates

somewhat sensitive criteria from Liu et al. (2004).
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chemical measurements shows that, in all three cases

presented, the CSCTM was successful in reasonably

representing observed CO and CO2 mixing ratios.

The GEOS-5 SCM was used to simulate the selected

storms using initial condition and forcing profiles of

temperature, moisture, and trace gas mixing ratios

computed by averaging over an area in the CRM do-

main comparable in size to a GCM grid cell. When

default parameter values were used in the moist physics

schemes, the SCM significantly underestimated con-

vective mass flux relative to the CRMs, which resulted

in weaker transport of trace gases. SCM simulations

performed with and without advective tendencies

showed that the impact of horizontal and vertical ad-

vective tendencies on trace gas profiles was relatively

small. Salzmann et al. (2004) studied the impact of

vertical large-scale advection of tracers in multiday

CRM simulations. Significant differences were found to

result from the inclusion of these tendencies after 24 h.

However, their results suggest relatively small changes

in tracer profiles in the early hours of the simulation.

Because the simulations presented here are much shorter

(from 3 to 4 h), we believe our results are consistent with

Salzmann et al. If these simulations were carried out over

multiday periods, the impact of the large-scale advective

tendencies of tracers would likely grow.

Clouds in the SCM were shallower than in the CRMs,

which has been noted in several previous studies. Pickering

et al. (1995) compared convective mass fluxes produced

by the GEOS-1 data assimilation system employing

the RAS convective scheme with fluxes from a 2D GCE

simulation of a large squall line observed over Okla-

homa during the Preliminary Regional Experiment for

Storm-scale Operational and Research Meteorology

(PRE-STORM) campaign. Although the magnitudes of

the profiles were similar, the GCE simulation produced

greater mass flux at upper levels. Park et al. (2001) used

a single-column chemical transport model driven with

GEOS-1 convective mass fluxes to study the convective

transport of ozone precursors. The transport of CO dur-

ing the PRE-STORM squall line was compared with 2D

CRM results from Pickering et al. (1992) and showed

that the altitude of maximum CO mixing ratios in the

upper troposphere was 2 km lower in the SCM than in

the CRM, though no chemical observations were avail-

able to verify either simulation. Donner et al. (2007) ex-

amined the transport of radon-222 and methyl iodide in

a GCM using two different convective schemes, one of

which was a modified version of RAS and the other, de-

scribed in Donner (1993), represents convection as an

ensemble of entraining plumes with associated mesoscale

updrafts and downdrafts. The mesoscale motions and

FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of (a) convective mass flux and (b) CO2 from CRM (blue) and SCM (red)

simulations of the 21 Jul EULINOX storm. Solid red lines represent the average over all simulations

in the behavioral class while dashed red lines represent the control simulation assuming default pa-

rameter settings. Mass flux profiles are averaged over 150 min. CO2 mixing ratios are calculated at the

end of the 3-h simulations and compared with CO2 observations from the Falcon aircraft.
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plume vertical-velocity dynamics included in the second

parameterization allowed convective systems to over-

shoot the level of neutral buoyancy, transporting both

species to greater altitudes than RAS, which only allows

plumes to reach the level of neutral buoyancy.

This work also presents an adaptation of a statistical

technique for examining parameter sensitivity from

earlier work by Liu et al. (2004), which identified the

most significant parameters affecting ground tempera-

ture and surface fluxes in a coupled land–atmosphere

SCM. This is the first study to examine the impact of

parameter sensitivity on vertical trace gas distributions.

The RSA identified five parameters as sensitive in all

three case studies. These parameters affect the relaxa-

tion time scale in the RAS convective scheme, the

amount of falling precipitation evaporated into the en-

vironment, the autoconversion of convective conden-

sate, and the critical value of the cloud work function.

The results show that alterations to parameter settings

can substantially improve the comparison between

SCM and CRM convective mass flux. Modified param-

eter settings also improved the comparison between

upper tropospheric trace gas mixing ratios in the SCM

and CRM simulations of the STERAO and CRYSTAL-

FACE storms. However, parameter settings do not af-

fect the depth of convective systems, which results in

detrainment at lower altitudes in the SCM than in the

CRM. In the EULINOX storm, differences in the en-

trainment and detrainment levels between the CRM

and SCM simulations resulted in poorer agreement

between the models when the mass flux comparison was

improved by modified parameter settings.

These results demonstrate that parameter settings

exert a strong influence over mass fluxes produced by a

single convective parameterization. Consequently, the

choice of parameter values plays a significant role in

determining trace gas mixing ratios in the upper tro-

posphere. Folkins et al. (2006) studied cloud mass fluxes

produced by different convective schemes used in sev-

eral 3D GCMs, a SCM, and a two-column model. They

found that the range of mass fluxes below 6 km pro-

duced by two different implementations of RAS was

greater than the range of fluxes from the four other

convective schemes evaluated. These results suggest that

mass flux profiles are also strongly sensitive to differences

in the implementation of a single convective scheme.

The methods presented here have a number of limi-

tations that should be noted. Although the CRM

simulations have been demonstrated to reasonably

represent the dynamical and physical evolution of the

observed convective events, they are not a perfect rep-

resentation of reality. Because convective mass flux is not

an observable quantity, comparison with CRM calcu-

lated mass flux remains one of the only ways to evaluate

the mass fluxes generated by convective parameteriza-

tions employed in GCMs. Although convective mass flux

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8 but for the 10 Jul STERAO storm with (b) simulated CO mixing ratios compared

with observations from the Citation and WP3D aircraft.
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in CRMs and SCMs has been compared in a number

of studies, we are aware of no examples in the literature

of this approach being extended to examine trace gas

profiles. The comparison of trace gas profiles is critically

important because the method of transport in CRMs and

SCMs differs in addition to differences in calculated mass

flux. Whereas SCMs and GCMs calculate tracer trans-

port using a mass flux–based approach, CRMs transport

gases using resolved small-scale motions. Comparing

trace gas profiles adds complexity because initial pro-

files of the gases must be constructed and the CRMs in-

cloud performance evaluated using aircraft observa-

tions that are limited in spatial and temporal availabil-

ity. Because aircraft observations are the only way

to reliably observe the vertical redistribution of trace

gases within clouds, this complexity is a necessary com-

ponent of evaluating SCM performance of convective

transport.

This work also presents the first attempt to examine

the impact of convective parameter sensitivity on con-

vective mass flux and trace gas profiles employing a

method primarily used in land surface models. The re-

sults demonstrate that trace gas and convective mass

flux profiles are strongly impacted by parameter set-

tings. While this finding is likely true in many models,

the magnitude of this effect may differ due to the wide

range of implementations of convective parameteriza-

tions in different GCMs. Owing to such implementation

differences, the results presented here regarding the

sensitivity and values of specific parameters cannot

reasonably be generalized beyond the GEOS-5 frame-

work. Additionally, the results presented here based on

three case studies are not sufficient for the purposes of

tuning any GCM, including GEOS-5. We do hope that

the sensitivity demonstrated here will encourage other

modeling groups to consider including trace gases in

future experiments as they may provide valuable in-

formation on atmospheric circulation.

Perturbations to parameters that have been shown to

exert the greatest control over convective transport will

be used to construct an ensemble of global simulations

representing the uncertainty introduced into simulated

trace gas distributions by convective schemes. Further

investigation of the depth of convection in the GCM is

also needed. This is especially significant because con-

vective transport strongly influences the composition of

the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Future

GCM studies of long-range pollution transport and cli-

mate change will be affected by the ability of convective

parameterizations to realistically reproduce the depth

FIG. 10. Vertical profiles of (a) convective mass flux, (b) CO, and (c) CO2 from CRM (blue) and SCM (red)

simulations of the 3 Jul CRYSTAL-FACE storm. Red lines as in Fig. 8. Mass flux profiles are averaged over

210 min; CO and CO2 mixing ratios are calculated at the end of the 4-h simulations and compared with

observations from the WB57 aircraft.
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of observed convection, as well as its intensity and

location.

Despite some limitations, this approach offers new

possibilities. Meteorological fields are relatively insen-

sitive to many parameters used in the GCM, meaning

there is often substantial leeway in setting these values.

This study demonstrates that trace gases show sensi-

tivity to convective parameters, thus yielding an addi-

tional observational constraint. Future field and satellite

campaigns that gather information on the vertical dis-

tributions of trace gases will provide the opportunity to

use trace gas observations to improve the representa-

tion of convective processes in global models.
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